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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Sean Hanralty, Managing Director, Pollerton Myson with Jerry Maher, Dublin
Providers, winner of Pollerton Myson's outing at Mount Julie!. Report page 7.
World Cup Imposes "Time Out" I'm,
Putting
On My ...
Niall Quinn drew the winning tickets for the Mitsubishi Electric
World Cup competition in Astis Restaurant, Greenwich, New
York last week. In attendance as he made the draw was Fergus
Madigan, Managing Director, Mitsubishi Electric (above left).
Brian Cotter, a refrigeration engineer from Dingle, Co Kerry was
the overall winner and he receives the fust prize of a Mitsubishi
Electric Nicam stereo CTY.
A Jack Charlton-signedfootball goes to runner-up John Redmond
(HR Holfeld), Dublin; Denis O'Donoghue,(Coveny
Engineering), Cork; Seamus Casey (Homan O'Brien) Dublin;
Kevin Cagney (Davin Building Co), Limerick; and Pat Palles
(PLM), Dublin.
Mitsubishi Electric
Competition Winners
Believe it or not, pictured above
is what Lycris Byrne claims to
be a major breakthrough in
copper cylinder technology. It is
a special "lop-hat" design
devised to retain the airing
capability of the traditional
concept of the "hot press". The
top hat is obviously not part of
the design concept but
intended as a clue as to how
the system works. Full
L- -= --' explanation in our next issue.
nervous at the current low
level of trading activity
can rest assured.
Indications are that
something of a lull w
the cards for the mmer
months at a rate but the
medium to long-term
outlook is very
encouraging. Work on the
drawing boards of
architects and consulting
engineers is significantly
up on recent years. Even
more encouraging is that
the schemes concerned are,
for the most part,
definitely scheduled to
proceed rather than of a
speculative nature.
So, take heart. Sit back and
enjoy this enforced "time
out'". It 'Won't last (plea"e
God!).
Maher Triumphs At Mount Juliet
~\\~
W hile it mayseem like theentire building
services industry has gone
errninal decline since
rrua-June, it's safe to
assume that this hiatus is
but a temporary affair.
Over the last few months
everyone paid lip-service
to the fact that a decline in
business activity was
likely to ensue once the
World Cup competition got
underway. Nonetheless,
the degree to which it has
impacted on normal
trading levels is a great
deal more severe that
anticipated. Promotional
tied in with the World
Cup competition have
meant a massive industry
exodus from Ireland.
However, those getting
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BOILERS
Velaire Vitesse is a robust, powerful and very compact oil
boiler - our 60,000 Btu/hr model is only 300mm wide. In fact
usingfanned burners and clever internal design we've made tli
range ofboilers one of the most powerful little performers you can
buy.
There are 2 boiler types, a conventional flue model and a
balancedflue model, both available in 3 output ranges 40-60,000
Btu/hr, 60-80,000 Btu/hr and 80-100,000 Btu/hr. Larger models
available soon.
For further informaJwn return the coupon to Potterton Myson.
Belgard Road, Tallaght. Dublin 24. Tel: (Ol) 459 0870.
Fax: (Ol) 459 0880.
~~------------~~~
I~~ I
I ~~ I
Telephone number I
Installer D__Merchant D_speci/;er 0 J
ERIA
Velaire
GENERATION OIL
L
Fit any which way you like.
NEW
E
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v
Improving on the outstanding
reputation held by the Myson
Velaire oil boiler was always going
to take some exceptional thinking,
and in terms ofinnovation, would
set new industry standards. And it
certainly has.
Because the balancedflue
.-I':1I.L,u,---.....----r'-'eaire Vitesse is totally dedicated to
balanced flue applications, the boiler is room sealed, tested and set
to maximum output in the factory. This can reduce the usual
commissioning procedure to a ''final check" or minor adjustment -
oil boiler installation is now more profitable than ever.
The Velaire Vitesse has a choice offluing arrangements that
combines all manner ofvariations with typical Myson simplicity -
a low level balancedflue that can be installed out ofsight below the
kitchen worktop, to the rear, left or right; high level balanced flues,
and a vertical balancedflue that can be raised up to 3.6m through
the roof The horizontal flues are telescopic so they can be extended~
or shortened to suit any wall thickness. POTTERTON MYSON
PART OF BLUE CIRCLE
Simplifying technology incorporating innovation
v E L A I R E v I T E s s E
NB: Cashback offer available to installers only 2
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Readership Data
Irish Building SeNices News (formerly Irish
H&V News) is Ireland's only Building SeNices
magazine providing coverage of heating,
ventilating, air conditioning, refrigeration,
sanitaryware, plumbing, maintenance and
environmental industries. It is the only
publication catering exclusively for these
industries and its circulation includes
members of the following:-
Chartered Institution of Building SeNices
Engineers (CIBSE);
T' ,chanical Engineering & Building
Sb •.,es Contractors'
Association (MEBSCA); The Association of
Consulting Engineers of Ireland (ACEI); The
Mechanical Engineering Contractors'
Association;
The Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers
(IDHE);
The Registered Heating Contractors
Association; The Maintenance, Energy & .
Environmental Technology Association
(MEETA) which incorporates energy
managers and maintenance managers;
The Energy ConseNation & District Heating
Association; The Institute of Plumbing;
The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders Merchants/Trade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building SeNices News
circulates to independent building seNices
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
Contents
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comfort conditions the
overriding factor is, of course,
the requirements of the
individuals who are to occupy
the conditioned space. Normal
comfort conditions are usually
associated with temperatures in
the region of 65°F, and 50%
relative humidity.
The factors to be considered in
design of an air conditioning
system are solar heat gain,
bodily heat gain, ie the body
loses heat by radiation,
connection and evaporation,
heat gain from machinery, lights
etc. There are certain fact •
which will help in reduci ~t
gain from the solar source, ie
shading by adjacent buildings,
recessed windows, double
glazing and, of course, venetian
blinds. The latter two factors are
normally a component part of
most air conditioning plants as
conditioning plant is expensive
to install and it is essential to
effect every possible reduction
in heat gain.
From The Irish Heating and
Plumhing Engineer (/lo\\'
BSNews), May 1964.
Let There Se Light!
Daylighting in Buildings; which was produced by the Energy
Research Group, School of Architecture, University College Dublin
(within the European Commission THERMIE programme) aims to
promote rational use of energ) in buildings.
It IS aimed at professionals lI1\olved in the design of buildll1gs and
describes how the use of daylight can provide healthier and more
enjoyable buildings, conserve energy and save money. It examine
the design implications of daylighting in non-domestic buildings and
the balance between daylighting and thermal requirements under the
varying climatic conditions encountered across Europe.
The book covers the topics of visual comfort, daylight availability,
local site conditions and the energy and design potential of
windows, glazing, shading, transparent insulation, lightshelves,
lightducts, atria and lightwells. The integrated design and control of
daylight and electric light and the possibilities for retrofitting are
also covered. It concludes with a brief introduction to daylighting
design tools and a series of ten case-studies of different building
types located in nine European countries.
It is available free from Energy Research Group, School of
Architecture, DCD. Contact: Ann McNichol1. Tel: 01 - 269 2750.
"Air Conditioning is a term
which is very often
indiscriminately used. It is not
correct, in engineering
language, to apply this term to
an air handling plant which has
not got refrigeration as an
integral component of the
installation.
The normal air conditioning
system consists chiefly of
supply fan ductwork, filter,
heater battery, cooler battery
and refrigeration plant together
with extract fan and ductwork.
The governing factor on design
of air conditioning systems is
whether the application is for
industrial or comfort conditions.
For industrial applications it is
almost impossible to generalise
and every case must be
considered on its own merits.
The overriding circumstances
being imposed by the particular
manufacturing process. For
It was 30
years Ago
Today ...!
Wherever a clean environment is vital for the results of production
processes in pharmaceutical facilities, electronics plants and other
manufacturing industries, the FHikt Cleanroom Concept offers an
optimum design combining the needs of efficient, faultless
production with requirement· for personnel safety and comfort. The
concept has been developed for all conceivable c1eanroom
situations and covers all c1eanroom classes from 100,000 to I
according to FS 2090.
Because the two most important objectives are to minimize unit
production costs and ensure the absolute safety of operators. there
should be zero contaminants in critical areas. Air and all other
media must be delivered to the clean area in perfectly filtered
condition, at the point of use. All sources of contamination have to
be isolated, and all obstacles must be removed that would disturb an
optimum air flow around the product. Finally, the exposure time of
the product ha to be minimized.
When designing a c1eanroom, the process, equipment, material flow
and manual handling of the products are studied first. Substantial
savings can usually be achieved in this stage by optimising the
layout and reducing LAF areas to a minimum. Flexibility
requirements also have to be taken into consideration with regard to
future expansion, upgrading, new equipment, or automation of the
process. The design should also take into account cleaning, service
and maintenance aspects.
As needs vary from project to project, standard solutions are not
applicable. The FHikt Cleanroom Concept is therefore built on
thoroughly-tested components that can be combined in an almost
unlimited number of ways. This concept is based on experience
from hundreds of c1eanroom installations covering more than
100,000 m2 of area, throughout Europe.
Contact: Sean Smith. Tel: 01 - 452 2622.
Florida Here I Come
Modular Construction
Concept by ASS Flakt
Denis Walshe (General Manager, Grundfos (Irl) presenting Eamon
Drummond (Drummond Heating) with his prize of a 2-week trip to Florida.
Also included (UR) are Ray Broughan (Grundfos), Gerry Tobin and Derek
Patterson (Davies). The competition ran from last October and every
month there were 10 individual prizes for the winning installers. Finally,
here was the "grand prize" which is a holiday for two in Florida, total
value £2,000. This year the major prize was won by Eamon Drummond of
Drummond Heating Ltd while Grundfos also gave a prize to the merchant
who sold the winning entry form, namely Davies of Fairview.
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Pictured at the recently
re-fitted IBEC
Headquarters, on
Dublin's Baggot Street,
were Norman Craig,
Patterson Kempster and
Shortall (quantity
surveyors) and Liam
Tuite, Burke-Kennedy
Doyle, architects. The re-
fit of 84 Lower Baggot
Street enables alllBEC
staff to come together in
one building. The £2
million fit-out was
designed by Burke-
Kennedy Doyle and
carried out by PJ Walls
Ltd.
QC Agencies Relaunch Twyfords
The new association between sanitaryware company QC Agencies
of Arklow and Tv. yfords was announced at a recent lunch for
,lrl lltects and huIlder . merchants held in Dublin.
Speaking at the launch, Ciman Kilbride, Sales Manager of QC
Agencies said: "From today, all Twyfords ware in Ireland will be
distributed by QC
Agencies. Twyfords is
a major brand in the
specification sector
and is a very
prestigious agency for
us, one of hich we are
very proud".
Pictured right are
Andrew IIIsley, Head of
Export Markets,
Twyfords and Ciaran
Kilbride, Sales
Manager, Q C
Agencies.
Foremost Aqua Dome Debut
One of the fITst projects for which Formosts recently-appointed
Republic of Ireland ETT distributor, Eurotech Environmental of Co
Tipperary, has supplied purpose-built packaged air treatment units i
Tralee Waterworld's Aqua Dome leisure facility.
As well as this current contract, Eurotech has succeeded in securing
specification of ETT air treatment plant for several forthcoming
projects in the Republic. The company is managed by Neil G
O'Donohoe who has been involved in environmental services for
over 20 years.
The £4.23 million facility incorporates water fun features including
bubble beds, water cannon, children's beach and lagoon areas, fast
river rapids. programmed wave machine, plunge pools, mini slides,
indoor/outdoor flumes and a sauna suite. Three ETT D125/160 units
have been installed to provide dehumidification for the main pool hall
area.
Castle Fire Prevention has
appointed Fran Coffey,
Manager of its Alarm Division.
Fran brings with him
considerable experience in the
areas of fire alarm equipment
and emergenc~ lighting
. ~ tcms. emhracmg both dcsign
and installation.
tube, specifically designed to
provide protection for cables
that pass through fire rated
walls and floors;
Dow Coming Firestop 300 is a
high-quality range of
intumescent pillows that swell
when heated to seal cable and
ductwork apertures in fire rated
walls. It offers up to a four hour
fire rating for integrity and
insulation;
Completing the range of Dow
Coming Firestop 3-6548
silicone RTV foam, which
expands by up to three times
and cures in-situ within three
minutes. The foam is available
as two components for mixing
in specialist equipment or in
ingle, easy-to-u e cartridges.
Widely used in the construction
of power plants and offshore
gas and oil installations, it cures
to form an elastomeric, blast
resistant seal with a fire rating
of up to four hours.
Contact: Tom Doran. Tel: 01 -
8342700.
Coffey joins
Castle Fire
Dow Coming Hansil's comprehensive range of Firestop fire-rated
products are now available from Dublin-based Sealbuild Ltd.
TRADE NEWS
Dow Coming Hansil's
comprehensive range of
Fire top fire-rated products is
now available for the first time
in the Republic of Ireland from
Dublin-based sealant specialists
Sealbuild Ltd.
The full range comprises three
sealants - Firestop 400
intumescent acrylic; Firestop
700 ilicone; and the self-
levelling Firestop 800 silicone.
op 600 transit tubes,
top 300 intumescent
pillows and Firestop 3-6548
silicone RTV foam.
Brief details of each are as
follow ;-
Dow Coming Firestop 400 is an
intumescent acrylic sealant
designed to swell when
subjected to heat, producing an
effective fire and smoke
resistant barrier;
Dow Coming Firestop 700 has
been developed for sealing fire-
rated expansion joints and pipe
and cable penetrations. [t can
also be used for weathersealing
building facades when a fire
rating is required:
Coming Firestop 800 has
been specifically developed to
seal joints that are wider than
the typical construction joint:
Dow Coming hreslOp 600 IS a
fire-rated intumescent transit
Firestop
appoints
Sealbuild
BSNews, June 1994 3 5
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Unit Heaters ...
Simplicity Prevails
New Blood At IDHE
While the new lORE Committee suggests the demise of the RHCA.
it undoubtedly augers positively for domestic contractor
representation as a whole. It's was not so much that one
organisation consumed the other but rather a natural progression
which saw ome of the founding RHCA members elected to the
incoming I994f94 IOHE Committee at the Institute's recent AGM.
Joe Noone was re-elected Chairman with other Committee
members being Dave Harris, Dave Cranson. Jimmy Brereton.
Brendan Pluck, John Massey, Jimmy Hamilton, Sean Giffney, Ray
Colgan and Barry Kenna.
This is undeniably an impressive line-up and one which, if it
realises even a percentage of the potential on paper. will make for
an energetic and dynamic lDHE.
Not that long-standing supporters have deserted the ship. Bill
Penrice has promised to keep an active interest in the affairs of the
Institute while Bord Gais as a company, and Jimmey Farrell in
particular. have also pledged their continuing support.
The programme of events for the coming season is currently being
discussed and BSNews will publish it in full when it becomes
available. It will include technical seminars. lecture evenings and
site visits and of course the all-important education programme. As
we go to pres students who participated in the I ·t-year exams of
the new course organised in association with Bolton Street are
anxiously awaiting their results.
On the social side, the most recent event in the IOHE calender was
the golf outing at Newlands Golf Club. Details of how the field
performed are as follows:
Overall Winner: Stuart Neilson (H/C 19: Score 37)
Class 1 (1 - 16)
First: John Dunne (HlC 11: Score 37);
Second: Tony Kenna (HlC 13: Score 34 - last 6);
Third: Leo Kane (HlC 13: Score 34).
Class 2 (17 -19)
First: Gerry Griffin (HlC 19: Score 36);
Second: Brendan Pluck (HlC 17: Score 34):
Third: Paul Fox (HlC 17: Score 30).
Class 3 (20 up)
First: Bill Penrice (HlC 25: Score 35):
Second: Tom Kennedy (HlC 21: Score 34);
Third: Ray Colgan (HlC 20: Score 28).
Front 9 - Ray Byrne (H/C 19: Score 16);
Back 9 - Gerry Phelan (H/C 16: Score 14 - last 6).
Visitors
First: Leo Kelly (HlC 20: Score 38);
Second: Paul McGrath (H/C 20: Score 37);
Third: Tony Delaney (HlC 1I: Score 34 - back 9).
6 BSNews, June1992
Gas fired unit air heaters, both
natural gas and LPG models, are
becoming more common in the
heating marketplace. One of the
main reasons for this change in
trend is the fact that simplicity
prevails. With this option, the
heating and ventilation system
consists of gas air heaters, gas
pipework and electrical wiring,
as opposed to conventional
equipment such as LPHN coils,
fan pipework, pumps, boilers,
boilerhouses, insulation etc etc.
With this in mind, Mark Eire
have been successfully
promoting their full range of gas
flred unit air heaters on the Iri h
market. Specific emphasis has
been put on highlighting the
current changes in the laws in
relation 10 gas burning
appliances and their acceptable
locations within a building.
To comply with these
regulations, Mark have a series
of unit air heaters which have
been de. ignated as "Garage
Type" Basically. an) buIlding
which is capable of allowing a
motor vehicle through its' doors
should have a room-sealed
combustion chamber if there is
a gas-burning heating appliance
within.
The Mark unit air heater used in
this instance utilizes fresh air
for combustion, which is
introduced into the atmospheric
ga burner chamber via an
annular arrangement in the
exhaust flue gas pipe.
The flue pipe and combustion
air pipe is only 80mm dia on the
small units and 100mm dia on
its larger units up to 100kW.
Mark Eire have also developed
these heaters with the flue off
the top or the rear of the unit.
The units can be used for
freeblowing or full ductwork
systems can be connected as
both axial and contrifugal fan
models are produced.
This type of gas unit air heater
has been installed in four new
garages in the Dublin area:- T R
Motors (Mercedes), Harold
Cross, 3 Mark Units; Koping
(Volvo), Naas Road, 3 Mark
Units; Tom Canavans (Honda)
East Wall Road, 2 Mark Units;
Jaguar Showrooms, Long Mile
Road, I Mark Unit.
A conventional, open flued, non
sealed combustion chamber unit
air heater can still be used in
many circumstances and
applications which do not
warrant the additional costs of
the garage type heater, but this
unit performs less in terms of
efficiency and versatility.
The 'Garage Type' unit can
\ irtuall) be hidden away ou
sight, allowing one 10 run a flue
up to 6 meters to the nearest
wall or roof and also to
terminate with a horizontal or
vertical type cowl.
Another feature of the garage
unit i that it lends itself to
being incorporated easily into
air handling units. This has been
recognised by many of the
manufacturers and as such the
vast majority of gas fired air
handling units presently
installed throughout the country
contain a Mark gas fired burner
and heat exchanger.
Contact: Maurice Byrne, Tel: 01
- 283 9156.
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Below: Vincent Broderick, Potterton
Myson with Joe Warren, BSNews.
REPORT
Left:Rory Healy with Jim
Brereton and Tom Scott.
Below: Tom Kennedy with
Brendan Pluck and Jimmy
Boucher.
Clay Pigeon Shooting:
Larry Fay (advanced)
Jimmy Farrell (beginners)
Class 1RV - Michael Wyse
Class 2 RV - Tony Kenna
Class 3 RV - Ray Colgan
First Nine - John English. HJ5,
18 pIS
2nd Nine - Sam Marshal!, H9. 19 pIS
Visitors - Brian Mason, H) 4, 36pts
BSN
Winners On The Day
Overall Winner - Jerry Maher, HIS, 35
pts
2nd Prize - Liam Kavanagh, H9,
34 pts
3rd Prize - Malachy Coleman, H14. 33
pIS on Back 9
Class 1 - Mick Carroll, H8, 33 pIS
Class 2 - Denis O'Sullivan, H) 8.
32 pts
Class 3 - Tom McNally. H2O. 28 pIS
Juliet and enjoyed an
excellent meal followed by
the presentation of prizes
and after-dinner
entertainment.
"A great night/morning was
had by all!"
figures from the supplier,
merchant, contractor,
wholesale, builder and
specifier sectors from all
corners of the country mixing
with customers from abroad.
With the serious golf out of
the way guests relaxed over
dinner later that evening in
the beautiful setting of Mount
The Potterton Myson Golf Classic
held at Mount Juliet recently was an
unqualified success with the 70 odd
participants agreeing that the entire
day -- quite apart from the golf proper
-- set a new standard in respect of
corporate entertainment. Right from
the choice of venue through to the
manner in which guests were looked
after was an object lesson in how to
o nise such an event. Sean
atty and his team thought of
everything and pre-planned
accordingly leaving nothing to
chance. Hence, in addition to the
serious golf, arrangements were
made for non-golfers to try their hand
on the driving range, to engage in
clay pigeon shooting and to go horse
riding. To cap it all Sean somehow
successfully appealed to the weather
Gods with the day in question being
one of the genuine Summer days of
the year so far.
It was a little disconcerting at first to
see Larry Fay arrive with a gun bag
as opposed to golf bag but all was
explained later when it emerged that
Larry is a keen clay pigeon shooter.
Not surprisingly, he won this
etition but Jimmy Farrell gave
close run This was the first
time Jimmy ever held a gun In his
hands yet he hit virtually everything
that moved!
Jerry Maher was also in excellent
hitting form. His performance on the
day was, for the most part, textbook
golf, and he was duly rewarded with
first prize on the day.
The course was immaculate and,
while the scoring might suggest
otherwise, participants acquitted
themselves extremely well given that
they were playing off the middle tees.
It was a tremendous test in that they
were playing all but the exact
equivalent of the Irish Open course!
Approximately half of the participants
availed of the David Leadbetter Golf
School, one of only four such schools
in the world.
The guest list on the day read like a
who's who? of the industry with key
Potterton Myson Sizzler
At Mount Juliet!
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Employers Advice Line
David Gannon has over 20 years
experience in dealing with employee
relations
matters.
Those
years of
experience
were
gained in
the
Federated
Union of
Employers
(9 years);
Clerys (2
years); and
Switzer Group (11 years). He is now
operating as an independent J?6rsonne~
consultant in all areas of busmess. He IS
also a serving member of the Employment
Appeals Tribunal.
ABSENTEEISM -
with the Challenge
ast month we looked at the
question of absenteeis~
with a view to avoiding It
becoming a problem. There are
a few points worth recalhng:-
• keep accurate records of all
absences;
• decide on what is an
unacceptable level of .
absenteeism for your operation
and apply it across the board;
• always speak with an
employee on his return to work
after any unauthorised absence.
Unacceptable level
Your consideration of what is an
unacceptable level of
absenteeism will be influenced
by the terms of any trade union
agreement or statutory .
arrangements, ~ho~ld any eXist,
in relation to paid Sick leave.
However, it is important that
whatever standard you work to,
be it by agreement with the trade
union or by your own
arrangement, should not become
an entitlement to be taken as a
matter or right each year. No
doubt you will be aware of .the
practice in so~e organisations of
staff taking their Sick days before
the end of the year because they
may not carry them forward Into
8 BSNews, June 1994
the next year. In other words the
facilities designed to provide
protection against illness are
taken as additional annual
holidays. This will happen in your
own case unless you ensure that
the misguided idea is dispelled
consistently from an early date.
Speaking with the Employee
This is where speaking with the
employee on his return to work
after any absence without prior
permission can help. Some
employees will provide, without
being asked, an explanation for
an unplanned absence
immediately on return to work
while others may not be so
forthcoming and you will have to
make the enquiry before
receiving an explanation. By
consistently discussing the
explanation for or circumstances
surrounding an unplanned
absence with employees on their
return to work a clear message is
given that unplanned absences
are not acceptable as the norm -
they may be tolerated but they
remain unacceptable.
Keeping Records
In addition to noting the date of
an absence you should include a
brief note of the explanation
given. Over a period of time the
pattern of explanations may be
as revealing as the pattern of
absences itself.
Disciplinary Matters
Unfortunately there are situations
where absenteeism remains at
an unacceptable level and the
talking has to stop - or rather
take on a different character.
This is where the disciplinary
process begins and, when it
comes to the question of
discipline, the records you have
kept become highly significant. In
particular, they reduce the
possibility of an employee getting
off the hook because of conflicts
of memory or facts being
disputed at a point where it is
impossible to go back in time to
establish the truth.
Sometimes there can be
unpleasantness in the workplace
once discussions take on a
disciplinary character. And in
such circumstances there is a
temptation to remove the
unpleasantness by taking a
shortcut on the procedures. If
you want the reassurance that
your actions will not be
overturned or will not involve
some compensatory award at a
later date it is important to
observe the procedures. While it
inevitably will involve some time
it need not be a long drawn out
epic.
As a matter of fair procedure the
details of your complaint should
be given to the employee and he
should be given the opportunl~.
to respond to them. Because It IS
often overlooked it should be
mentioned at this point that it is
important to explain to the
employee the nature of the
matter in question and that it
may have serious implications
for his employment with you.
Having heard the explanation of
events from the employee you
are then in a position to consider
what action you will take. This
may range from no action at all,
if the explanation is acceptable
to you, to a warning, either
verbal or written, suspension
without payor dismissal. Clearly,
the seriousness and history of
the problem will influence your
decision and the action you take.
Cautions regarding
Suspension and Dismissal
There are two notes of caution to
bear in mind with regard to the
penalties of suspension and
dismissal.
You do not have an unfettered
right to suspend an employee
without pay. The Payment of
Wages Act indicates that to
withhold pay by way of a
suspension without pay requires
that such a possibility should be
provided for in the employees
contract of employment or, if not
so provided for, then it should be
covered in writing prior to the
event for which the employee is
being penalised. As a matter of
good practice, therefore, when
you have occasion to warn an
employee regarding
absenteeism you should confirm
the warning in writing and
include a note to the effect that
failure to rectify matters could.
lead the employee to suspension
without pay. Not alone will this
keep you on-side as far as the
Payment of Wages Act is
concerned but it will leave no
room for doubt as to the
seriousness of the situation as
far as the employee is
concerned.
The other note of caution relates
to the Unfair Dismissals Act
which indicates that a dismissal
is not unfair where it can be
shown that there were
substantial grounds for the
dismissal. Relating this to
absenteeism, it is unlikely that
the grounds would be considered
substantial at least until after a
warning had been issued and the
employee had been allowed time
for improvement. Thus, good
practice would suggest that you
give at least one warning,
preferably written, and perhaps
further warnings depending on
how substantial the issues are
before taking any more stringent
action.
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment
1.5.11.5.0. 9000IEN 29000
QUALITY SYSTEM
Cablnetheaters, unltalrheaters, alrhandllng units,
radiant heating, destratlflcatlon units, Industrlal-
heating equipment, plpebendlng machines
Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, CO. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 926-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.
==~~:::::;==- ~
\
\
~
With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and retum to MARK, so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.
GS/GC and cabinet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
Calno:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
1000kW.
Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
Eco-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-eirculation and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3/hr
standard, or any air volume on
request.
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from 7kW to
38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.
FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE . TEL: 283 9156
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New Innovative
ABB Environmental
Control Ltd, Belgard
Road. Tallaght, Dublin 24.
Tel: (01) 4522622
Fax: (0 I) 459 9939
FLEXI-COOL
COOLED CEILING SYSTEM FOR
ROOM TEMPERATURE CONTROL
FLEX/-COOL dissipates excess heat in a room by means ofcooled ceiling panels
Based on 15 years of experience
and thousands of installations,
Fliikt has substantial experience
in the design of
FLOORMASTER systems for
various applications. This know-
how has led to refinements of
both the system and computerized
design programs.
FLOORMASTER is a1 0 used in
localities with high emissions of
warm air pollutants, such as
welding shops, foundries,
bakeries, etc. In such premises,
FLOORMASTER is often
combined with a local exhaust
system.
Typical applications are rooms
where there are a large number of
persons per square metre of
space, such as conference rooms,
theatres, department stores,
shops, restaurants and other
public areas.
FLOORMASTER provide
superior air quality in the
occupied zone. Large volumes of
air can be introduced draught-free
and with a low sound level. In
many cases, less expensive
cooling systems can be used
effectively with
FLOORMASTER.
FLOORMASTER is intended
primarily for ventilating and
cooJjng, although the system can
also be used in combination with
a separate heating system.
FLOORMASTER is a system for
introducing and distributing fresh
air in a room. Cool, fresh air is
provided from an air treatment
system at floor level in the room.
Warn contaminated air is forced
upwards by convection to the
ceiling, where it can be efficiently
extracted by the exhaust air
system.
10
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Systems from .Flakt
FLOORMASTER@
DISPLACEMENT SYSTEM FOR
ROOM AIR DISTRIBUTION
Cool, fresh air supplied by FLOORMASTER at floor level rises gently to the ceiling by natural convective
forces to provide air of superior quality
The FUUct FLEXI-COOL ceiling
is a system designed for
Controlling the room temperature.
Excess heat in a room is
dissipated by means of cooled
panels normally located in the
ceiling. A complete indoor
climate system system consists of
the FLEXI-COOL system for
thermal comfort combined with
an air handling system providing
the required air quality.
The system is suitable for
premises where there is a high
Cooling demand caused by heat
generating equipment, lighting or
sunshine through large windows.
The FLEXI-COOL system is also
well suited for modernization
projects to upgrade thermal
comfort in buildings not designed
to meet today's indoor climate
requirements set by the use of
personal computers, terminals,
copying machines, etc.
FLEXI-COOL is typically
installed in banks, insurance
companies and other computer-
intensive environments.
With experience from over
300,000 square metres of
installed ceiling area, FUUct has
considerable experience in the
design of reliable FLEXI-COOL
systems for various applications.
This know-how has led to
refinements of both the system
and its components, and in the
further development of design
software used for each new
project.
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URSA.Pipewool Rigid Pipe Sections
Capco carries the entire URSA-Pipewool portfolio which
comprises a comprehensive range of sizes to cater for all H&V
and industrial insulation market requirements.
Capco Limited
..
..
Mount Tallant Avenue,
Terenure,
Dublin 6W.
Telephone: 4902755
Fax: 490 1060
Dosco Industrial Estate,
Douglas Road,
Cork.
Telephone: 021 364977
Fax: 021 363477
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INSULATION - MEETING THE BUILDING REGULATIONS
Designing
Buildings to
Comply with
the Thermal
Regulations
The Irish Building
•egu a Ion we e
intro uce in ecember
1991 and became
mandatory in June 1992.
ar oft e ·rst
'" ...".....e e 0 t e i n
Regulations provides as
o ows:" u· ·ng s a
be so designed and
constructed as to secure,
insofar as is reasonably
practicable, the
conservation of fuel and
energy".
T echnical Guidance on meeting this Regulationhas been issued by the Department of theEnvironment in Technical Guidance Document
L which will be refened to in this article as the Thermal
Regulations'. These Thermal Regulations are divided
into three sections as follows:
Section I: Limitation of heat loss through the building
fabric;
Section 2: Controls for pace heating and hot water
supply systems;
Section 3: Insulation of hot water storage vessels, pipes
and tanks.
This article deals with Section I only.
Checking for compliance
These Thermal Regulations apply to all buildings and
hence include dwellings, commercial and industrial
buildings. Under very specific circumstances, some
commercial, industrial and storage buildings may be left
uninsulated.
The method of calculating the maximum acceptable
level of overall heat loss through the fabric of a building
is set out in Section 1 of the Thermal Regulations. This
is known as the Overall Heat Loss method. It allows for
the fact that, where buildings are relatively deep, the
rate of heat loss per unit building volume through the
building fabric is decreased and larger average U-
Values can be accepted. In the case of dwellings
specific elemental values must also be met.
Clearl). \\ ith thl ll1l:thou ul:taileu calculations must be
v.orkeu out for l:ach ~Ituation. However, computer
programmes are now available which greatly simplify
the task for the designer using this method of
calculation. One such programme is described in this
article.
As an alternative. one of the following two approaches
may bc used.
(i) The Elell1l:ntal Hl:at Loss Method - This method
specifies maximum U-Values for each element of
the building fabric and also the limjts on the
extent of openings. depending on the type of
glazing. This method is considered suitable for
dwellings, small buildings of le s than 300 sq m
floor area, material alterations, extensions and
change of use situations.
(ii) The Net Heat Loss Method - This method
provides a relatively simple method of allowing
for the solar gain through the building fabric, in
addition to heat loss. Since this method involves a
number of simplifying assumptions, it is uitable
for use in the case of dwelling only.
Hence, it can be seen from the above that it is necessary
to use the Overall Heat Loss method when designing a
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INSULATION - MEETING THE BUILDING REGULATIONS
This article was written by Bill
Quigley of ER! Lld from whom the
Unicalc® programme is available. He
can be contacted at Tel: 01 - 497
0133 for further details on the
thermal requirements for buildings as
set on in the Irish Building
Regulations which became
mandatory in June 1992.
Conclusion
The new Thermal Regulations give
flexibility to the designer to arrive at
an economic and practical solution. It
is probable that most designers will
use computer analysis packages such
as the one described in order to test
whether their designs are complying
with the Overall Heat Loss method of
calculation or not.
and insulation systems selected.
Elemental U-Values for construction
systems used are instantly displayed
(there is a comprehensive database of
building materials and insulants from
which each construction element can
be built layer by layer)
Condensation Risk Analysis can be
carried out instantly and the graphical
display can be printed as a separate
report.
Contact sensitive 'help' file.
Areas of roofs, even dormer roofs,
are automatically worked out from
length, breadth and height.
Input the floor dimensions and
construction required. The
materials selected are shown in
a detailed sketch on the screen
together with the floor U-
Value;
Input the wall construction,
together with its insulation
system. The materials selected
are shown in a detail sketch on
the screen, the wall U-value is
also featured. A Considensation
Risk Analysis can be carried
out at this stage on the wall
construction selected by merely
clicking on the 'condensation
risk'icon;
Input the roof construction and
its insulation system. Once
again the materials selected are
shown in a detailed sketch on
the screen, the roof U-value i
also shown. A Condensation
Risk Analy is on the roof
con truction selected can also
be carried out at this stage;
The results window can then be
They find the following features most
useful:
Fast analysis using the Overall Heat
Loss Method.
A Project Report that includes Urn,
max Urn and details of construction
It is generally noted that users
become reasonably expert in using
the programme within half an hour.
examined to check that the
actual Urn is less than the max
Urn allowable. If it is not, the
insulation level can be
lI1lreaSeo in a particular
element to see if this then
brings the UM for the building
within the max Urn allowable.
The main benefit from the designers
viewpoint is the speed with which a
building can be checked and the
design revamped if the programme
shows that it is not in compliance or
if the designer wishes to make it
more energy-efficient.
(5)
(3)
(2)
(4) Finally, one feature of the programme
which was noted was one which had
not been built into the initial design
but clearly became important in the
final commercial version. Becaus
Unicalc® analyses a building usi
the Overall Heat Loss Method, the
insulation system can be designed to
the economic limit while still
satisfying the Building Regulations.
I----------------~This is extremely useful to house
These Thermal Regulations apply builders who are using double
glazed windows throughout their
to all buildings but, some houses but do not want to use
commercial, industrial and 75mm battens and insulation on
b Old hollow block walls. Thestorage Ul ings may be lel't)1 programme allows them to
uninsulated under very specific 'trade off' the thickness of
circumstances insulation required in the
'--- ........1 external wall against the benefit
of the double glazing. By using
the programme this can be done
extremely quickly and accurately and
many different possibilities can b
checked and priced to arrive at the
most economic solution.
Clearly, this is quite a complex task
and hence the success of computer
programmes such as Unicalc which
not only handle this tediou
calculation procedure but wil1 also
calculate the U-Values of the most
common constructions u ed for walls,
floors and roofs in Ireland.
In carrying out the calculation it is
necessary to:
(i) Multiply the areas of each
exposed element by the average
U-Value for that element - that
is the UA value for the element;
(ii) Sum all of the UA values for
all of the exposed and semi-
exposed element to give a
Total UA value;
(iii) Divide this Total UA value
by the total heat loss area
(At) of the fabric of the
building. This gives the
average U-Value of the heat
loss elements of the
building and it is known as
the Urn value for that
particular building;
(iv) This Urn has then to be less
than the Maximum
Allowable Urn for the
particular building;
(v) The Maximum Allowable Urn
is calculated by firstly dividing
the \olume of the huilding hy
the heat loss are.l of the
building (At) and putting this
factor into the following
expression - Urn ~ 0.42 + 0.22
VIAt.
building larger than 300 sq m floor
area.
The Overall Heat Loss
Method
This method requires a reasonable
amount of analysis. It is, in effect,
limiting the amount of heat loss
through the fabric of the building in
relation to the ratio of the total area of
the exposed elements of the building
to the actual building volume. The
level of heat loss is expressed in
terms of the maximum average U-
Value of all the exposed elements of
the building.
Using the Computer
Programme
There are five simple steps in using
the Unicalc® package:
(l) Input the basic building data
from the data sheet provided:
14 BSNews. June 1994
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URSA·Pipewool for Total
Insulation Capability
URSA Pipewool ... Technical specification
Thermal Conductivity Mean temperature W(m.K)
50 C 0.035
100 0.041
150 0.049
200 0.059
250 0.072
FIW Munich
DIN 52613
Specific Heat Capacity 0.84 kjlK&K
Fire Performance Non Combustible BS 476 Part 4
A2 DIN 4102
Temperature limitation 400°C
Temperatures in excess of 250°C
Partial loss of binder may occur at the hot face.
This does not impair the thermal or mechanical
properties of the insulation.
Density 80-IOOKg/m3
Chloride Content Pipewool sections contain inherently low levels of
chlorides and high levels of sodium plus silicate
ions.
Test Cebelcor Brussels
U RSA-PiPewool sectionsare manufactured fromnon-combustible glass
wool and are suitable for
thermal and acoustic insulation
of heating, ventilating and
industrial pipe work.
They are available plain or faced
with bright class '0' reinforced
aluminium foil with integral
adhesive lap.
Both products are standard 1200
mm long and are made to fit all
popular BS steel and copper
pipe sizes.
URSA-Pipewool sections are
supplied as one-piece snap-on
tubes to ensure quick and easy
application. They are light and
easily cut to shape on site.
The plain sections are generally
secured with steel or aluminium
wire which is coiled around the
section 6-8 times per meter.
slit must be tightly sealed.
When using foil-covered pipe-
wool sections, the covering
must be free from moisture and
grease. It is fixed by removing
the self-adhesive strip and
firmly securing it along the
overlap. Approved aluminium
tape must be used on the end
joins. Other products from
URSA Pipewool are lamella
matts, ducts wrap and duct
panels
o Also from Capco is the
comprehensive Rockwool range
of thermal insulation, fire
protection and acoustic control
products.
One of the world's most
versatile insulation materials,
Rockwool mineral wool offers
high levels of thermal
insulation, fire protection and
acoustic control for a
comprehensive range of
building, industrial, marine and
offshore applications.
Rockwool offers an extensive
range of options for the
insulation of masonry
constructions, including two
full-fill cavity products, Partial
Fill Cavity Slabs and the
EnergySaver blown wool
system.
Products are also available to
meet the needs of timber-framed
buildings and clad buildings of
a commercial or industrial
nature.
The range of Rockwool external
systems enables both the
appearance and thermal
performance of buildings to be
upgraded.
All products are fully tested,
many also Agrement certified,
and enable the U valves of the
existing Regulations, or the
proposed 1994 amendments, to
be achieved using traditional
methods of construction.
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS
ewmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers, design
team details and tendering and construction schedules. The
following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a brief
description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01·2809476/2809557.
DUBLIN
Confectioners, Cadbury Ireland Plc,
have been granted planning
permission for the construction of a
factory extension to the front of the
existing premises at Malahide
Road, Coolock, Dublin 5. The
1,880 sq mextension will be
constructed in a steel portal frame
and investment in the new project is
expected to be in the order of £1
million.
The Minister for Enterprise and
Employment, Mr Ruari Quinn, TO,
recently announced that IDA
Ireland had secured a £110 million
investment by Motorola BV. a
leading manufacturer of
components and wireless
communications products, which is
planned to bring some 2,000 new
jobs over the next five years to
Swords, County Dublin. It is
expected that 1,500 of these jobs
should be in place by the end of
1996. The planned investment.
\\hich has been approved by the
Government will include the
construclion of more than 30.000 sq
m of additional manufacturing
space in existing and new facilities.
Already the company is planning to
build 4,500 sq m of new space on
the company's 55 acres at
NewtownIHolybanks, Balheary
Road, Swords, County Dublin.
Motorola have yet to finalise how it
will develop the remaining 25,000
sq m and it may award the design
brief for the proposed new works to
the design team working on
existing project lead by Dublin
Architects Brian O'Halloran and
Associates. The latest expansion
announcement makes Motorola one
of the largest companies in Ireland
in the electronics and engineering
sector. Motorola already employs
over 900 people in Ireland - 800 in
Swords and more than 100 in Cork
where the company develops
16 BSNews, June1994
software for use in cellular
communication systems based on
the European GSM standard.
Originally based in Illinois
Motorola is one ofthe world's
leading providers of wireless
communications, semiconductors
and advanced electronics systems
and services.
Japanese pharmaceutical
manufacturers, Yamanouchi Ireland
Company Limited, is currently
seeking planning permission for the
erection of a new small scale multi-
purpose production facility with a
floor area of 800 sq m and a height
of 12 m and for the increase in the
production capacity from 20 to 28
IOnnes per annum In the exi,ting
Famotidine Facility. Construction
of a new Fire Water Retention
System and provision of additional
site raw material liquid storage will
form part of this expansion as will
the erection of a new Weather
Station. The planning application is
accompanied by An Environmental
Impact Statement and the
de\elopment requires d license
under part IV of the En\lronmental
Protection Agency Act, 1992.
Fine Ans Limited, litho printers and
plate makers, are currently seeking
planning permission for the
construction of a
FactorylWarehouse extension to the
existing premi es at Broomhill
Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24.
According to CIS Report Collen
Construction who have been
engaged on a design/construct basis
may commence construction work
once planning permission ha been
secured. Work on the £750,000
project is expected to take three to
four months to complete.
MEATH
James and Mary Rafferty of
Rafferty Hospitality Products in
County Down, have sought
planning permission for the
construction of a factory unit at the
Dunshaughlin Industrial Estate,
Dunshaughlin, Co Meath. The
ingle-storey unit, measuring
approximately 300 q m will be
constructed in a steel portal frame
and will comprise factory and
office space.
Work costing in the region of
£100,000 will start in late June and
will take twenty weeks to complete.
The company manufactures
executive hospitality gifts for
hotels, pubs and restaurants.
Last month, NEC Semiconductors
Ireland Limited officially
announced that the company i
undertaking a £50 million
expansion of its County Meath
integrated circuit facility with
support of the Government and
IDA Ireland. The new development
will result in an extra 100 new jobs
being added to the existing
workforce of 350 over the next four
years. Fifty new jobs wi 11 be
created immediately. The expansion
involves the construction of a
ophisticated extension and the
doubling of production at this
facility for the final assembly and
test of integrated circuits.
The main buildlllg contractor IS
Christopher Bennelt and Son of
We tmeath while the mechanical
contract is being carried out by T E
Lynskey of Dublin and local
contractor Matty Conaty is carrying
out the electrical contract.
The 2,257 sq m building will
involve an investment of about £3
million development.
ChocoldtL confcclio'lery
manufacturers, CeltiC Chocolates
Limited, have sought planning
permission for the construction of
an extension to the existing factory
and for the retention and change of
use of part of the existing building
to factory use at Summerhill,
County Meath. The pan single and
two-storey extension measuring
236 sq m will be constructed in a
steel frame.
WEXFORD
Dairy Product Producers, Waterford
Foods (Ireland) Limited, have
sought planning permission for the
construction of an extension to the
existing facility at Ballyellin Lower
and Killybegs, Inch, Gorey, County
Wexford. The extension measuring
1,396 sq m will be constructed in a
steel frame and located on a I1.5
hectare site.
Work, costing between £500,000
and £1 million, will start in early
August and will take five months to
complete.
CORK
Computer Products, which designs
and manufactures electronic power
convel' ion products at Youghal,
County Cork is to invest £4.4
million in the expansion of its
operations with supports of IDA
Ireland. The investment will result
in the creation of 130 new jobs over
the next three years adding to the
company's existing 180 workforce.
The new investment programme
involves the construction of a
sq m extension to the existing .J
sq m facility and the expansion of
the R & D, production and sales
and marketing activities.
Construction of the new extension
is set to commence shortly.
Computer Products has been
granted planning permission for the
construction of the extension and to
alter the existing premises and to
carry out related site development
at Springfield. Youghal, County
Cork.
CLARE
Electronic component
manufactures. Molex S A. have
sought planning permission for the
construction of extensions to the
existing factory at the Shannon
Industrial Estate. Shannon. Cm
Clare. The unit will measure
~.6~2.1 sq m and Will be located on
a 6.5 acre site. The company
currently employs 385 people.
LOUTH
Electrical manufacturers, Glen
DimplexlChilton Electric has
sought planning permi sion to
extend the production and storage
area to the rear of their existing
premises at Dunleer, County Louth
and also to provide a glazed lobby
and the staff entrance with two
additional windows. The single-
storey extension, measuring 1,304
sq m will be constructed in steel
and concrete. Work, costing over
£100,000 will start in June and will
be completed in mid-July 1994. The
company currently employs 250
people in the manufacture of light
domestic electrical appliances.
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ANOTHER SIDE OF- __ Denis lIValshe
BSNews, June 1994 1 7
countryside whereby competitors strive to
complete the 2.5 mile distance as quickly as
possible without incurring any penalty faults.
For the most part, it is fiercely competitive and
generally regarded as a young man's game.
However, our Denis has come into form
recently with a singles and doubles win at a
meeting in Mulhuddart and another doubles
victory at Kildemock. Hence the tongue-in-
cheek "young man" reference by the
announcer as he introduced Denis at yet
another meeting last month. Denis is an
enthusiastic participant at hunter trials which
run for a period of approximately six weeks
from the end of March each year.
However, from October to March he rides out
with the Ward Union Stag Hounds. To ride with
the Ward Union is the pinnacle of hunting in
this country and no prisoners are taken as they
engage in the chase over all manner of terrain
and countryside. Only the most capable and
experienced of horsemen/women ride with the
Ward.
Denis Walshe's association with horses goes
back to his childhood when bare-back riding
was he orde of the day on the many working
horses kept on the family farm in
Bagenalstown. For a time he drifted away from
any active involvement with horses but took to
it again when his own children got their first
ponies. When they graduated to horses his
interest was seriously re-awakened and he
now rides regularly with enthusiasm. He always
has two or three horses on the go, his
treasured After Dark being a particular
favourite.
So, in the depths of next winter when Denis
seems a little off colour at your early morning
meeting be considerate. By the time he hits the
office at 8.30am he will already have mucked
out the stables, fed the horses and maybe
even ridden out.
Ho!Tall
"... and next into the arena is up-and-coming
young pony club member Denis Walshe...". So
the introduction went as Denis Walshe entered
the arena recently during a hunter trials
meeting in north County Dublin. Now lest you
think otherwise, it was not the "son of" the
Denis we all know so well who was being
referred to but Denis himself.
For the uninitiated, hunter trials comprises a
set course of 28/30 fences over open
17
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The new 5" Inline extractor fan from Manrose Manufacturing
Oventrop's
Thermost
Mixing Va,
element to maintain accurate
temperature control. In the event
of failure of the cold water supply,
the hot water port closes.
For systems fitted with circulation
pumps, a special cold water
restrictor valve prevents cold
water entering pipe sections fitted
with draw-off taps, while an in-line
dial thermometer helps to control
mixed water temperature.
Contact: Stephen Walton
(Oventrop UK). Tel: 0044256
330441.
temperature to combat Legionella
without the risk of scalding, and a
tolerance of pressure differentials
between hot and cold supply of
up to 500kPa(5 bar).
Installed downstream from a
calorifier or hot water storage tank
and located in accordance with
the appropriate regulations, the
Brawa-Mix mixes primary hot
water with cold water from the
mains or storage tank. The valve
is so designed that mixed water
entirely engulfs the sensing
DUCT ATTENUATOR BULLETIN
Oscar Engineering Lld has published a new 4-page, "Duct Attenuator"
technical bulletin.
This bulletin contains complete acoustic and aerodynamic
performance characteristics and a fully-detailed construction
specification for the broad Oscar range of duct attenuators, primarily
designed, developed and manufactured for building services
applications.
The new Duct Attenuator Bulletin (number 2.005.01) and information
concerning other Oscar Engineering Lld products and services are
available on request.
Contact: Derek Percy (Oscar Engineering). Tel: 0044474873122.
Manrose Manufacturing has
introduced the new SF/ID 120
range of 5" inline extractor fans.
More powerful than their 4"
counterparts, the new fans are
ideal for use in larger shower
cubicles, bathrooms or areas
where there is a high risk of a
normal extractor fan getting wet.
As the fan is mounted remotely,
there is no risk of electric shock to
the user, while quiet operation is
also achieved. The 5" fans have
an extract rate of 130m3/hr 36
litres per second, compared to
85m3/hr 23 litres per hour with the
standard 4" unit.
The SF120 series is supplied
complete with a fan unit, four
metres of flexible ducting, one
white internal and one grey
external wall grille, fixing screws,
plugs and straps to secure the
duct on to the grilles and fan unit.
The ID 120 series only has a fan
unit and can be used to boost
another fan where a long run of
ducting is used.
There are three models in the
range - the ID 120 tube fan which
can slide inside rigid flexible
ducting; the ID 120S, complete
with a mounting bracket; and the
ID 120T timer model which
incorporates a time delay switch
inside the mounting bracket.
Contact: Clive Britton (Manrose
Manufacturing). Tel: 0044753
691399..
INLlNE EXTRACTOR
FANS
THERMOSTATIC
MIXING VALVE
By adding a tailpipe arrangement
comprising swivel connections
with integral strainers and check
valves, the Brawa-Mix
thermostatic mixing valve from
Oventrop is now more versatile
than ever.
It provides the ideal solution to
the safety problem of hot water in
hospitals, schools, nursing
homes, daycare centres and any
premises where the fail-safe
temperature control of hot water
is required. Features include the
ability to function with hot water
having a high enough
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Danfoss Randall H Series motorised paddle valve from J J Sampson &Son.
loop-powered transmitter that
converts TC, RTD, OHM and mV
signals to 4-20 mA signals,
mounted directly in a Form B
housing. Moreover, PRetop can
be supplied with integrated
galvanic isolation (500 VAC) in
both standard and EEx versions,
the first head-mounted transmitter
in the world to incorporate this
option.
By eliminating the need for a
separate isolation amplifier, both
material costs and installation
time are dramatically reduced,
often by up to 30%. Moreover,
since PRetop can be individually
programmed for 2-,3- or 4-wire
installation with an ordinary PC,
there is no longer a need to keep
a variety of task-specific spares
on hand.
The configuration programme,
Looplink, is also galvanically
isolated, which means that it is
possible to send information
directly into an Ex-area. This also
protects the PC during the
configuration process, where
users define TC-type, RTD, Ohm
or mV input. As an added bonus,
there is full 2-way communication
between the PC and the
transmitter so the computer can
gather information during service
operations.
Contact: Bob Gilbert
(Manotherm). Tel: 01 - 452 2355.
With the launch of their new
head-mounted transmitter,
PRetop, PR electronics has
successfully eliminated the need
for a separate isolation amplifier
in temperature measurement
installations. It is now available
from Manotherm Ltd.
PRetop is a fully-programmable,
TRANSMITTER WITH
BUILT-IN GALVANIC
ISOLATION
PRetop, the new PR Electronic headmounted transmitter with built-in galvanic
isolation from Manotherm.
SAMPSON SHOE
PADDLE!
The Danfoss Randall "H" Series
motorised valves (from J J
Sampson) are available in both
"Paddle" and "Shoe" design,
giving the specifier and installer
the freedom to choose the valve
which best meets a particular
need.
"H" Series paddle valves are
available in 2-port and 3-port
versions in a wide range of sizes
for both copper and iron
pipework. All valves offer 100%
tight shut off.
Actuators for mid-position,
diverter and 2-port on/off
application complete the range.
Valve bodies and actuators may
be purchased separately or in
convenient sets. For ease of
installation and serviceability,
actuators are fitted to the valve
body on site, at time of
installation.
The spring return actuators have
auxiliary switches and one metre
of cable with industry-standard
wire colours. A lever enables the
valves to be opened manually,
useful when filling the system.
Contact: Dave Sampson (J J
Sampson &Son). Tel: 01 - 626
8111.
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Wilo expands horizons --I
see that Wilo Engineering in
Limerick has expanded its
distributor base. As part of its
ongoing policy to capture a
greater market share, Wilo
commercial products are now
available from Hevac and
BSS Ireland, in addition to
Finheat and of course
O'Shaughnessy's in Cork.
popularity, despite regulations
re explosiveness and toxicity
and warnings re global
warming and ozone
depletion; some packaged
chiller manufacturers already
making NH3 units; secondary
refrigerants such as glycols,
oil-based, etc being examined
for possible use with
ammonia.
Air Conditioning -- Low
temperature air the latest
design craze using 6-9
degree C supply air instead of
traditional 11 to 12 degree C.
All technical problems are
said to be resolved.
Ice storage is being used on
the majority of installations, a
factor being driven by utility
rates and bonuses for energy
usage time shifting. However,
a bigger influence is perhaps
the low installed first costs
which are said to be up to
17% on mechanical services
when used with low
temperature air.
In all there were something
like 130 entries,
approximately half of which
were correct. Given the late
inclusion of Jason McAteer in
the panel, he was treated as a
wild entry and credited to all
those who participated.
As for those who were
incorrect, the vast majority
were out by only one name,
the overwhelming choice
being for Liam O'Brien.
Thank you all once again for
joining in the fun.
They do say that if you want to get a head get a hat but really Des, I
don't think this particular style suits you!
If You Want To Get Ahead Get ...
Still with the States, I
bumped in to Gerry
McDonagh of RSL recently.
He had just returned from a
fact-finding trip to America to
study the way that
marketplace is going in
relation to refrigeration and air
conditioning.
A brief summary of his
assessment of what's
happening Stateside is as
follows:
Refrigeration gases -- ICI
and Du Pont slugging it out
over CFC502 replacement
market but in full agreement
in other replacements; the
US Government has targeted
134A- based gases as
contributors to global warming
with 32-based gases being
regarded as less damaging;
NH3 (ammonia) gaining in
Just who needs to go back
to school? Last month the
main thrust of our intro to the
instruments and controls
feature was the need for
constant revision and
updating on the part of the
industry to ensure that it kept
itself fully abreast of the pace
of change in this innovative
and ever-expanding market
sector.
Well, as if to illustrate the
point (though it was not
intentional), I proved just how
far behind the times we at
BSNews are. In the caption to
what was blatantly an
analogue device carried on
page 7, we referred to it as a
digital manometer.
To make matters worse, the
nationalism inspired by World
Cup fever had also taken hold
in that we said the instrument
in question was manufactured
by O'Dwyer Instruments. It
should of course have been
Dwyer Instruments Inc.
I must say Bob Gilbert of
distributors Manotherm took
it all in his stride.
My apologies once again Bob!
Still with the World Cup, we
have drawn the winners in our
Mitsubishi Electric-sponsored
competition. As you will have
noticed from our Cover, Niall
Quinn did the honours after
the Italy game in New York on
18 June. Yes, we did fly the
winning entries out to America
specially for that purpose
though I don't know how Des
Hughes of Mitsubishi Electric
managed to persuade Fergus
Madigan that it was so vital
for him to bring them out
personally. I offered to go but
Des said he would undertake
the task and save me the
trouble.
Still, you win some, you lose
some.
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The only Copper Cylinder Company with ISO 9002
~
• Manufacturers of
Copper Cylinders to
Irish Standard 161
• Calorifiers to BtSt 853
• Factory-insulated
cylinders to ESB
'Gold Shield'
Standard
• Distributors of Alfa
Laval plate heat
exchangers
Coppercraft Ltd., Kylemore Park
West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Tel: (01) 626 5146 (01) 626 5147
Fax: (01) 626 5813
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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INSTRUMENTS
A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
FUlly configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.
West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.
MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD, DUBLIN 12.
Tel: 01·522355/522229. Telex: 93388. Fax: 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL.
Tel: 0232·491966. Telex: 93388
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